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The following incidents were reported to the Morton Grove police during the past week and some 

subjects were charged with a crime.  Readers are reminded that an arrest by the police does not  

constitute a finding of guilt and that the defendant is presumed innocent until proven guilty. 

 

 

ARRESTS 

 

 

07/02/2020 (20-10722)  

Suspended DL 

5945 Dempster 

The suspect was involved in a traffic crash and was arrested for driving while her driver’s 

license was suspended.     

Court date: 08/07/2020 

Suspect: McCaa, Anecia L., F/B, 08/16/82, 37, 18000 block of Cedar Ave, Country 

Club Hills 

 

 

07/03/2020 (20-10762)  

DUI 

Dempster/ Shermer 

The suspect was involved in a traffic crash and was arrested for driving under the 

influence of alcohol and drugs.  

Court date: 08/07/2020 

Suspect: Dunlap, Katherine, N., F/W, 10/21/99, 20, 4500 block of Bryan, Downers 

Grove 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

06/30/2020   

Aggravated Assault 

6941 Dempster 

The officers were dispatched to the Shell gas station for a driving compliant. Dispatched 

advised them that cars were in the parking lot drifting. One of the officers who was in a 

marked squad car, saw four vehicles traveling at a high rate of speed northbound on 

Waukegan towards Beckwith. The officer made a U-turn and stopped in the inside lane of 

the street because the offending vehicles made a U-turn in the intersection and started 

traveling back towards him. While he was stopped two vehicles swerved towards his 

vehicle and one of the vehicles then drove towards him and came into his lane of traffic.  

 

 

07/01/2020   

Burglary 

7947 Golf 

The complainant stated when they opened the restaurant they noticed the cash drawer and 

two tablets missing.  They also found the back door closed but unlocked.  

 

07/05/2020   

Theft 

7204 Dempster 

The complainant stated an unknown male white walked up to the register and took the 

plastic donation box containing approximately $20.00.  

 

 

07/06/20 

Retail Theft 

7630 Dempster 

The complainant stated an unknown male white suspect entered the store and went to the 

alcohol aisle. He selected 2 bottles of vodka, placing one in his pocket and taking the 

other to the counter to check out. When he was confronted about the bottle in his pocket, 

he left one bottle on the counter and walked out with the other bottle in his pocket.  

 

 


